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RESILIENT REALISM: “NON-OBVIOUS CYBER SECURITY/PRIVACY 
RISKS, ARE YOU READY?”   
LINKCO 

 

This summary of the Resilient Realism Webinar is 
authored by LINKCO. With twenty plus years of broad 
executive business experience, LINKCO is well situated 
to reach out to leaders. The webinar for this Summary 
took place on January 13th 2021 with Shanea Leven, 
CEO CodeSee.io. focused on mapping and Securing Big 
Data.   
 
Based in Southern California, LINKCO is an Executive 
Search and Consultancy serving top Middle Market 
CXO and upper management clients and candidates 
throughout the USA. 

 

 
 
 

 

The webinar pragmatically addressed Cyber Security and Privacy risk related to corporate Code.  What 
happens if your Senior IT person leaves and your system is mapped in her head?  How will you manage? 

In the new era of Big Code, the volume, velocity, variety and value of code has significantly changed.  It 

is critical for sustainable businesses to be aware of this significantly growing problem and take action, 
find solutions to redundantly update, document and protect your code. Among the topics covered:  

1. Who knows how your system works?  Is it documented?  How? 

2. Are your tools failing?  Were they built for the era of Big Code? 

3. What are your options to fix these problems: Ignore them, fix them the hard way, fix them the 

easy way?  

Ms. Leven shared critical insights into managing Software developers. Her recommendations included 
very regular check-ins to understand their code base frustrations, removing organizational barriers, 
finding ways to offer additional support, and creating a compelling and diverse culture to retain your top 

Developers.   

When asked how she had come up with her code visualization concept, Ms. Leven referred to an 

inspiring talk by the well-known Computer Scientist, Bret Victor, “Inventing on Principal”. 

 
Contact LINKCO to learn more about the business challenges and opportunities we hear about every 
day in our conversations with Business leaders.  LINKCO is proud to offer COVID risk solutions to 
assist our clients manage their business risk. 
 
LINKCO helps our clients build highly talented, diverse, and powerfully resilient CXO and Upper 
Management teams ready to lead your future growth. 
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